Re: Rejuvenated Gangs on S/NY Prison Yards

Here in California (S/NY) Prisons there is a high rate in Rape. Cases of men that are supposed to be Protected. That is why these (S/NY) sensitive needs yards were originally designed for guys that couldn’t function safely on a regular prison yard. Here, those that really need these yards are being victimized by allegedly ex-gang members called New Flowers. Staff ignore victims and rarely do they prosecute their attackers because either the victim was homosexual, sex offender, Rat or a Writ Writer. A Softer inmate is considered a nuisance to prison staff, and they are usually transferred to Stiffle Law Suits, Complaints, etc. This doesn’t give another individual a green light to attack these types of individuals. Being homosexual does not mean they want to be brutalized. The same is applied to a heterosexual woman. I would like to see Policies to place men on these yards (S/NY) that really need them and keep the (S/NY) drop outs on their own yard.

Just recently in Ad-seg a man was Raped by an (S/NY) ex-gang member, and another was Raped and murdered while he slept. He was a known Child molester. CDC continues to down it up. I have play these incidents by writing false reports to cover up. I have been in prison for 23 years and have personally been victimized by the system. I now remain single celled in Ad-seg (hole) by the system. I refuse to take any Cellies because of the high rate of violence. I’m now considered a trouble maker and stripped down of clothings, mattress and property. I have found Prison staff reward aggressive aucassative inmates by giving them TV’s that don’t belong to them or giving them 2 trays at meal time and giving them property they are not allowed to have in Ad-seg. There are some cops that give dope, cigarells, lighters and even Stabbing devices to those that will get their hands dirty. And usually these cops are found not guilty when prosecuted.